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Expected development of luminosity
(Nigel Hessey, oct. 2008)
Linac4 +interaction 
region upgrade







nom. L = 1034 s-1cm-2
Machine plans:
• low luminosity, increasing until 2011
• reach nominal lumin. by 2012
• gradual increase to 3 x nom. by 2016
• big jump to 10 x nominal in 2017
SLHC: the challenges:
Æ mastering the nominal luminosity at 
LHC went to the limits of technology. In 
some cases solutions were hand-taylored 
to the nominal luminosity, with little 
margin left (aim: 10 years of nom. LHC)
Æ for SLHC the detectors need 
modification w.r.t. granularity, R/O 
electronics, trigger, services, DAQ, data 
storage, rad. tolerance Æ required R&D 
effort comparable to the one for LHC
SLHC: the PROs:
• higher event rates, better statistics & 
signal significance
• sensitivity for smaller cross sections
SLHCLHC
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LHC: chasing for small cross sections
LHC delivers: 1034/(cm2*s) ≅ 10-2/(pb*s) ≅ 105/(pb*year) 
MH σ BR →  ZZ' σ →  Ζ Ζ ' rate
(GeV) (pb) (pb) evt's/year
100 50 0,1% 0,05 5.000
150 25 8,3% 2 200.000
200 15 26,0% 4 400.000
Example: rates of low cross section event
rate of min. bias evts: σtot = 80 mb
109/s = 25 events/beam crossing
max. ATLAS trigger rate: 105/s = 10 μb
1 pb = 1 in 1011
beam crossings 
Aim: record 10 μb 
discard 80 mb at the first trigger level
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• min. bias tracks are mostly low pT
• they fill up the ID with ~1000 tracks/evt., but do not 
penetrate into the muon tracker
Calorimetry:
• neutrals are mostly low pT
• neutrals (mostly γ‘s) are uniformly 
distributed, contributing little to the 
triggering clusters in the calorimeters
5 GeV5 GeV
charge tracks neutrals
pT distribution in min. bias events
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Tracking in the presence of min. bias event (e.g.: barrel)
A clean physics event (low 
luminosity)
The same event at nom. LHC lumin. 
with 23 min. bias events: there are 
about 1000 additional tracks
5 GeV
pT of min. bias tracks
36 layers of 
TRT straws











High track densities call for 
high granularity and 
space point information:
Æ Inner Det. has: 
 80 M pixels
 6.2 M Si-strips
 400k TRT straws
Ælow occupancy per cell      
in Si strips and pixels
Æhigh  track reconstr. 
efficiency
Æmost min. bias tracks can 
be discarded from jets 
because of their low pT
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The present ID: granularity and occupancy
only barrel part shown
Charged tracks:
• LHC:     ~1000 every 25 ns    [L = 1034 s-1cm-2]
• SLHC: ~ 20.000 every 50 ns  [L = 1035 s-1cm-2]
ID is well suited to handle LHC rates:
... but not SLHC rates:
The TRT is at the limit of occupancy. To be 
replaced by Si-strips. Æ the ID needs a new 
optimization of tracking  with higher 
granularity of Si-strips and pixels
detector 
type dimensions res. r/φ resol. z occup. power
400k TRT
straws 4mm x 72cm 130μ --- 20% 10 kW
6.4 M
Si-strips 80μ x 64mm 17μ 580μ 2 x 10
-4 27 kW
80.4 M 
pixels 50 x 400 μ
2 10μ 115μ 10-5 25 kW
62 kW
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L=1035 s-1cm-2
L=1034 s-1cm-2
Technical consequences of ID upgrade („challenges“) :
• Develop pixel technology for innermost layers
• Higher granularity Æ more readout BW
• Look for new ASIC technologies
• Increase supply power and cooling by factor 3.5 
• Replace TRT by Si-strips
• Increase granularity by factor of 4
• Incr. rad. hardness of detectors
• Incr. rad. hardness of electronics
cells resol. Φ resol. z r-range occup. tot. power
μ mm mm % kW
pixels 80 M 10 0,115 50 - 122 0,01 10
Si-strips 6,7 M 17 580 300 - 514 0,6 27
TRT straws 350 k 130 --- 554 - 1082 20 25
62
LHC
cells resol. Φ resol. z r-range occup. tot. power
μ mm mm % kW
pixels 300 M 10 0,072 50 - 12,3 0,1 96
Si, short str. 30 M 17 230 380 - 600 1,6 72
Si, long str. 15 M 17 900 750 - 950 1,4 36
204
SLHC
Layout of the ID for SLHC (details still under study)
some numbers:
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Some R&D highlights to cope with the ID challenges
• Several technologies for pixels in innermost layers:
Æ 3D detectors, diamond detectors, gas detectors (GOSSIP)
• Readout bandwidth:
rad-hard chipset for GigaBit Transmitter (GBT)  Æ 2 fibers for TTC, DAQ and DCS, giving 
~ 2,6 Gb/s (developed at CERN)
• Rad-hard ASICs:
use new deep submicron technology (<90 nm?) and/or SiGe to achieve required rad. 
hardness
• Power:
use Serial Powering or local DC/DC converters to reduce total supply current. The total 
current is limited by service cross sections, which will be the same as at LHC
• Evaporative cooling:
• alternatives are flourocarbon and CO2. CO2 more efficient and can go to lower T, but has to 
operate at up to 160 bar. Flourocarbon used at ATLAS, CO2 at LHCb.
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3D detectors (C. da Via, Manchester)
3D detectors have a different geometrical arrangement of  anodes
and cathodes to reduce the electron drift length in the Si material. 
This gives a better charge collection efficiency for highly 
irradiated detectors, where charge trapping becomes the limiting
factor.
PROs:
Rad. hard  66% signal up to ~ 1016 n/cm2
Moderate bias voltage < 100 V
Signal / Noise ~ 20:1
Large scale production Industrial 
The 3D detector is a prime candidate for 
the innermost pixel layers at SLHC.
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Diamond Pixel Sensors: an alternative? (M. Mikuz)
Diamond Wafers
Diamond Pixel Detectors
Signal from min. ioniz. particles
Pros: diamond material now readily available
large band gap Æ low leakage current Æ can operate at room temp.
But (current status):
Charge Collection Efficiency at very high doses not better than for 
Si and smaller signal. Æ R&D continuing
How about electrical properties for sensors?
How does crystalline C compare to crystalline Si?
Property Diamond Silicon
Band gap [eV] 5.5 1.12 low leak. current
Atomic Number - Z 6 14
Rad. length [cm] 12.2 9.36
Intrinsic resistivity @ RT [Ωcm] > 1011 2.3 x 105
Thermal conductivity [W/m.K] 2000 150 heat spreader
Dielectric constant 5.7 11.9 low capacitance
Displacement energy [eV/atom] 43 13 - 20 radiation hard
Energy to create e-h pair [eV] 13 3.6
Avg. Signal / 100 μm [e] 3600 8890 low signal
Well-known: exceptional mechanical and optical 
properties of diamond!
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M1 M2 M3Serial 
Powering
Serial Powering: Pros
• reduction of power overhead from 
cabling services
• reduction of current and cable cross 
sections
Serial Powering: Problems
• interdependence between consumers
• each consumer on different DC level
• needs active voltage regulation
• potential noise interference
• rad. tolerance of voltage regulation?
Æ more R&D needed
IDLHCÆ IDSLHC: 62kW Æ 204 kW power. 
Æ Independent powering is a Show Stopper for SLHC, as there is not  
enough physical space to put 4 x more cables !
Æ Try Serial Powering
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ID with 23 min. bias events
schematic
“Typical” triggered event with ~ 23 min. bias events:
Many low-pT -γ’s + tracks generate “min. bias pile-up 
noise” in the e/γ calorimeter. 
Only the triggering electrons/γ generate large energy 
deposits.
BUT: Limitations of LAr at SLHC: 
Æ efficiency due to the space charge effect in the gaps (due 
to positive ions) Æ test needed
Æ heat developped in the FCAL Æ LAr boiling ??
Æ radiation tolerance of readout electronics
Upgrade of the calorimeters
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The ATLAS calorimeters
brown: LAr calorimeters
FCALs see highest 
rates:
LAr at cooling 
limit Æ boiling?
grey: Scintillating Tile calorimeters: „only“ readout 
electronics to be replaced
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n(Slide from C. Oram)
Slow drift of positive Ions creates space charge Æ reduced E field Æ reduced 
electron signal Æ need tests with high ionization (intense proton beam) 
increasing ionization in LAr gap
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Test setup for common High Luminosity Tests of ATLAS









Beam intensity can vary 
between 107 and 1011
protons/spill, covering the 
range of SLHC loads to 
the 3 LAr calorim. !
Protons/spill 107 108 109 1010 1011
FCAL
de/dx heating [W] 3.6 x 10-4 3.6 x 10-3 3.6 x 10-2 0.36 3.6
Rate rel. to SLHC 8.7 x 10-4 8.7 x 10-3 8.7 x 10-2 0.87 8.7
EMEC
de/dx heating [W] 1.6 x 10-5 1.6 x 10-4 1.6 x 10-3 0.016 0.16
Rate rel. to SLHC 0.0061 0.061 0.61 6.1 61
HEC
de/dx heating [W] 1.8 x 10-4 1.8 x 10-3 1.8 x 10-2 0.18 1.8
Rate rel. to SLHC 0.0055 0.055 0.55 5.5 55
Tests not yet finished. 
Æ Preliminary results encouraging.







Tracking and triggering in the hot regions impossible at SLHC with present chambers because of high rate of 
background hits    Æ need different detector concepts
Few muon tracks from physics Many hits from n/γ background
1 step =
fact. 2,15
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Option for precision chambers: replace MDT tubes (30 mm) 
by small tubes (15 mm) in the hot regions










3.5 * shorter drift time window
2 * less conversions (less Al)
3.5 * shorter pulses 
(Æ less dead time Æ higher efficiency)
8 * less space charge Æ good candidate for SLHC
about 10% of the MDT in the forward region would 
have to be replaced ~ 120 chambers
an endcap chamber with 2 x 8 tube layers
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Micromega detectors for SLHC (J. Wotschack et al.)
130 cm x 40 cm mesh






Could combine trigger and tracking 
functions in the very forward region
PROs: 
time res. ~25 ns
spatial res. ~100 μm
efficiency ~ 98%
rate capability ~ 5 kHz/cm2
good double track resolution
gas: Ar/CO2/iC2H10 (88:10:2)
or: Ar/CF4/iC2H10 (88:10:2) contain little 
hydrogene (low n-sensitiv.); non-flammable
Possible problems:
large area chambers (capacitance)
Æ currently under investigation
~400 V
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The Thin Gap Chambers (TGCs) for high rates
gas: CO2/n-Pentane 55:45
New TGC version for the forward (“hot”) region in ATLAS : 
PROs:
• Layout: 2 multilayers à 4 gas gaps
• Would deliver both coordinates and pad information to solve ambiguities
• Possibility to serve as trigger AND precision chamber in the hot region
• Good high rate behaviour, using low resistivity cathodes (carbon coating)
• Irradiation up to 6 Cb/cm showed no ageing
• Proven system architecture from OPAL and ATLAS
Problems:
• neutron sensitivity due to hydrogene content in CO2/n-Pentane gas (CF4 may  
replace CO2, to give lower neutron pulses  Æ ageing tests for CF4 needed)
• neutron shield required in front of TGC
Status: full prototype of 1,5 x 1,5 m2, 
including 4 gas gaps in a thickness of 
50 mm available soon, waiting for test 
beam.
n-shield in front of TGCLayout of TGCs in the Small Wheel
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Muon trigger thresholds
Muon cross-sections as a function of pT at 




Selectivity of momentum cut in the muon 
trigger is decreasing with increasing threshold 
due to segmentation in trigger chambers!
Maybe the barrel trigger chambers (RPCs) need a finer segmentation for 
higher selectivity above 20 GeV. 
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Summary of ATLAS upgrade program
• Replacement of subdetectors 
 ID
 FCal
 parts of trigger and precision chambers in the Muon end-cap
• Replacement of services
 complete readout electronics in the experimental hall (rad-tol, BW)
 DCS controls in the hall (rad-tol)
 power supplies in the exp. hall
 parts of off-chamber electronics to cope with higher readout BW
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Tentative time scale for ATLAS upgrade for SLHC
(N. Hessey)
For what physics to 
optimize the detector ?
E.g.: highest momenta?
The sequence of action in the above schedule is the most important message. Time scale may 
shift depending on R&D results, resource situation and machine schedule.
Question of “real” BG rates. 
The present values are from 
simulation and contain an 
uncertainty of a factor of 5!
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The fabulous world of the LHC/SLHC
(A physicist’s dream about ATLAS …..)
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Spares
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Due to uncertainties of SLHC BG predictions: need a flexible 
concept to match BG in the the different MDT regions…
… but hope to narrow the uncertainty in the coming months !
SLHC w.
modif. 
Quad‘s ??
?
?
?
